involves the particle mass distribution n(x, t), a fragmentation rate a(x), a distribution b(x (y) of daughter- 
involves the particle mass distribution n(x, t), a fragmentation rate a(x), a distribution b(x (y) of daughterparticle masses x spawned by the fragmentation of a parent particle of mass y, and a continuous-mass-loss rate c(x), the essential new feature of the theory. Equation (I ) follows from the number of particles entering the mass range [x,x+dxl during an elapsed time dt, 
g )
- (cr+1) y, (x"y)- 
Multiplying Eq.
(1) by x and integrating yields the rate of change of total mass, (1) under the scale transformation x sx*, t s~t, and n(x, t) n(sx, s~t ) s "n (x,t ) requires b(x (y) h(x/y)/y (Ref. 5), a y -a -1 0, p -a, and a form for scaling solutions, parameters k and e; 2z -b-(k+e)pi 'pl+it, . ( 12) n(x, t) -t'f(xt'), with scaling exponents b -ty/a and z 1/a. Scaleinvariant forms of Eqs. (1)-(3) involve mass-independent K, JV, and daughter-fraction distribution h (r); tin(x, t) -x'n(x, t)+ y' 'h(x/y)n(y, t)dy N X +e [x'+'n(x, t)], (9) rh (r) 
